Take a Chill Pill and keep your notebook cool! Chill Pill is a universal notebook stand that provides a more comfortable typing position and better air circulation while still being small enough to fit in your pocket.

Simply pull apart the two non-scratching anti-slip rubber halves and place them on the desk under your notebook. Instantly feel the benefits of a more comfortable typing position and a cooler, faster laptop.

When you’re done, just reassemble the Chill Pill and toss it in your bag.

* Ultraportable universal design works with all laptops big or small
* Increased airflow keep systems running cooler and faster
* Creates an ergonomic typing position
* Rubber material will not scratch or dent
* Ultraportable size and weight can travel with you anywhere

As with all Everki products, the product is backed by Everki’s Limited Lifetime Warranty and world-class customer service.